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CORE COURSE IN MATHEMATICS
68 14 MAT (3) : Operation Research (Elective)
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lnstruction : Answer to all questions"

1. Fill in the blanks :

a) A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a feasible solution to
the gene ral transportation problem is
The dualof the dualis
The standard Hungarian Assignment method deals with types
of problems.

i) Maximisation ii) Minimisation iii) Noneof these
is a position of an element in the pay otf matrix which is the

minimum in its row and maximum in its column"

Answer any six from the following (Weightage - 1 each) :

For an L.P.P" define the following :

2. a\ Basic feasible solution.
b) Degenerate basic solution.

3. Define the term "loop" associated with a transportation problem.

4. Definethe following terms used in sequencing.
a) Total elapsed time
b) ldle time on a machine

5. Define the term "pay off" matrix in game theory.

6. State whetherthe following game matrix has a saddle point.

Ir 0l

[- r 3"]

7. Explain "Principle of dominance" in game theory"

8. Define a convex function.

(wt- 1)

b)

c)

d)

P.T.O"
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9. Express xf + 2*Z -7*3 - 4xrxr+ 6x,x. - 5xrx. in the form XrAX'

10. Write the necessary and sufficient condition of a basic feasible solution to an LPP
(W-6x1s)to be optimum.

Answer anyT questions from the following (Weightage-zeach) :

1 1. Prove that the set of feasible solutions to an LPP is a convex set.

12. Explain different steps involved in a simplex algorithm.

13. Use graphical method to solve the L.P.P' :

Maximise z=Zxt+4xrsubjecttotheconstraintsx, + 2x2.5, xl + xZ< 4;

X1, X2 > 0'

14. compare the canonicaland standard forms of an L.P.P.

15. Formulate the dual of the following linear programming problem :

Maximize z = Sx1 + 3x, subject to the constraints 3x, + 5x, < 15; 5xl + 2x, s10,

xr >0andx, >0.

16. Find the initial feasible solution to the transportation problem given below, by north

west:

DESTINATION $uPPlYOrigin

Corner method Ol 274
331
547
162
7918

5

I
7

14'\/

o2

o3

o4

Demand

17" Solve th.e following minimal assignment problem :

MAN

12 30 21 15

1833931
44 25 24 21

23 30 28 14

I

il

ill

IV

JOB
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18. Write an explanatory note on the least lost method with reference to a Transportation
problem.

19. Find a sequence that will minimise the total time required in performing the following
jobs on the machine A and B in order AB. Processing times in hours are as given

below:

Job Jl J2 J3 J6 J-
5

J
6̂

Machine
A

1 3 I 5 b 3

Machine
B

5 6 3 2 2 10

20. The following is a pay off matrix :

Yrr _2.lxl' I

L2 -11

What is the value of the game ? Who will be winner of the game ? Why ? (Vtl - 7x2=14)

Answer any 3 questions from the following (Weightage - 3 each) :

21. Solve using simplex method :

\- Maximise Z=5x,t+3x,

Subject to x, + x, < 2

Sxr+Zxr<10
3x1 + 9xr< 12

X1, X2 > 0.

?2. Use dual complex method to solve the following LPP :

Minimizez=3Xr +xrsubjecttox, +x2>1; Zxr+3xzr 2, x1,X2 ) 0.
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23. Solve the following transportation problem by'Vogel's method :

To

I ll lll Supply

274
331
547
162
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'l

From 2

2

4

h

I
7

14

Demand 7 I 18

24. Solve graphically the game whose pay off matrix is :

Bl 82 83 84 B5

2 -4 b *3 5

-3 4 -4 0

25. Use graphical method to minimize the time added to process the following jobs on
the machines shown, u, for each machine find the job which should be done first .

Also calculate the totaltime elapsed to complete both the jobs :

Job,Sequence A B C D E

Time34262

JobrSequence C B A D E (W - 3x3=9)

A1

A2

Time54326


